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What do the following products have in common?

Collapsible BuggySteam Engine Jet Engine Television

TelephoneLight Bulb Internet Chocolate
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Q. What do the following products have in common?

A. All invented by people from the UK

Collapsible BuggySteam Engine Jet Engine Television

TelephoneLight Bulb Internet Chocolate
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Assessment: 

50% coursework which will consist of a piece of 
3D making work and a 20 page design portfolio. 
This project takes place between June of Year 10 
and March of Year 11. 

50% exam at the end of Year 11. GCSE D&T is 
graded 9 to 1.
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Roger Kneebone, professor of surgical 
education at Imperial College, London, 
says young people have so little 
experience of craft skills that they 
struggle with anything practical.

"It is important and an increasingly 
urgent issue," says Prof Kneebone, who 
warns medical students might have high 
academic grades but cannot cut or sew.

The professor, who teaches surgery to 
medical students, says young people 
need to have a more rounded 
education, including creative and 
artistic subjects, where they learn to use 
their hands.

If you are considering a career in 
medicine, veterinary science or 
dentistry, GCSE D&T is viewed 

positively by universities
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Comments from Year 11 
students about their D&T 

course

“When I leave school I would like to work in medicine. 
Although this isn’t related to design, the skills I have learnt 
about working with others and solving problems will 
support me in achieving my goal”

“What I enjoy about D&T is that it gives me the 
opportunity to be creative and to actually make 
something which solves a problem and which I can be 
proud of”

“D&T isn’t easier than any other subject, but I enjoy the 
fact that it is a different sort of learning. I can roll my 
sleeves up and make things from different materials which 
I find relaxing and enjoyable”

“When I’m older I want to be an aerospace engineer. D&T 
goes really well with Maths and Triple Science to help me 
achieve this goal. D&T allows me to put into practice my 
learning in these other two subjects”
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